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Curie News 

Command 

Captain Steven – Commanding Officer 

First Officer Meg “Squirrels” – Executive Officer 

 

Science 

Commander Brian – Chief Science Officer 

Lieutenant Elise – Ship’s Librarian & Judge Advocate 

General Officer  

Ensign Seth 

Lieutenant Bryan 

 

Operations 

Lieutenant Commander Ren – Chief Operations Officer 

Lieutenant Jen – Deputy Chief of Operations 

Ensign Eusebia 

Ensign Patrick 

 

Engineering 

Commander Meg "Squirrels" – Chief Engineering Officer 

 

Tactical 

Lieutenant Erica – Chief Tactical Officer 

Ensign Bianca 

 

Communications 

Lieutenant Samantha – Chief Communications Officer 

 

Medical 

Commander James – Chief Medical Officer 

Lieutenant Commander Heidi 

  

Welcome back to the Curie! We hope you enjoy your 

stay with us. Here’s the recent news from our lovely 

Chapter. 

As a reminder, monthly updates on Chapter activities 

will now be posted to the website through our Ship’s 

Log: Supplemental. Feel free to download our most 

recent version to bring yourself up to speed on what 

we’ve been up to in our Discord server. 

There isn’t much to report this quarter other than how 

busy everyone has been with their lives outside of 

Chapter activities.  

One event of note is the end of term for our beloved 

Captain Steven.  We’d like to thank him for his service 

to our chapter and wish him fair winds and smooth 

seas in his next venture.  We hope you’ll stick around 

the ship so we can keep in touch! 

Nevertheless, this Shore Leave Edition of the Ship’s 

Log will feature contributions of those who are still on 

the ship while others take the time to rest up and 

rejuvenate. 

Three cheers for the Curie! 
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Captain’s Log 

Captain Steven 

 Our Captain has been spending time with his family while the ship is docked at DS9.  Stay safe out 

there, Captain! 

 

Squirrels’ Stash 

Commander & Chief of Engineering Meg 

Engineering - Mostly just been keeping things on an even keel these last few months, minor 

updates to our Discord bots and housekeeping tasks in the background to have the website and 

the server running in the best shape possible! We've also got threads in the server now, if anyone 

wants to use those to carry whole conversations on one topic without worrying about the whole 

thing getting lost in the channel's regular chatter. Threads make these easy to keep track of for 

all shifts! 

XO - Been running our day to day operations and filing our reports as best as I am able during 

this busy time for the CO. We've got our internal calendar fixed up, and I've been sending 

reminders according to that lately. Also, have been playing welcoming committee whenever I'm 

able, and keeping up with our email in the background. Work never ends! 

The Hemostat 

Chief Medical Officer James 

 The Curie’s Chief Medical Officer has been enjoying the sights and sounds of DS9 as the ship is 

docked for repairs, while occasionally checking in with COVID updates.  Have a great time, Chief! 

 

 

Operations 

Chief Operations Officer Ren 

 We watched whales. Additionally, will be starting the gift exchange slightly earlier in October to 

account for recent changes in shipping policies and to mitigate possibilities of being rushed. 

While others from other vessels will be welcome to join, as we currently are in deep space (and 

are unable to contact said vessels easily), the chances of that will be less likely than that of previous 

years. 

Department Reports 
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The Redshirt 

Chief Tactical Officer Erica 

 Tactical continues to provide general welfare/wellbeing check-ins with the crew. Ship-wide 

updates have been largely around unusually high temperatures and safety amidst surging 

COVID-19 numbers in Texas. 

Hail Them 

Chief Communications Officer Samantha 

 
Greetings and welcome aboard the Marie Curie. My name is Samantha, and I serve as Chief 

Communications Officer on our lovely little science vessel. Since last time, I’ve been focused on 

the start of my third year in law school, so I haven’t been as active in chapter activities. Nonetheless, 

our monthly Ship’s Log: Supplemental (aka Discord Update) is going well!  

This quarter’s Ship’s Log is a special achievement for the Communications Department, as it 

marks the completion of the first complete calendar year in which we have consistently published 

a quarterly log. You can tell, because this is our fourth issue this volume! It’s been an honor serving 

as your Chief of Communications this past year and a half, and I look forward to many exciting 

times ahead. I hope you enjoy your read! 

It’s Alive! 

Chief Science Officer Brian 

 The MC’s Chief Science Officer has been moving and dealing with a hurricane, and has thus 

been granted shore leave as well.  Happy moving, and stay safe, Commander! 

 

Shhh!! 

Ship’s Librarian & JAG Officer Elise 

 The MC’s Librarian has been working through her second year of law school, and is taking a 

well-deserved break from chapter activity during our designated shore leave. Happy studying, 

Lieutenant! 
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Special Shore Leave Report: What’s Important 

  

Status Report 

Courtesy of Wikipedia: “Timeline of Star Trek”. 

The U.S.S. Marie Curie has been docked at Deep Space Nine for repairs, which granted our crew 

and visitors some time to explore, relax, and revitalize.  It has also given this Lieutenant some long-

neglected space (pun intended) to reflect on my time with the Chapter, and even more broadly: my 

experience with Star Trek across the years I’ve been a fan. 

My nickname aboard our little science vessel is The Baby, because I was the youngest member of the 

command staff and crew until Ensign Seth joined us (thanks for taking the fire, my guy!).  I turned 25 

this year, to the chagrin of my parents and disbelief of my colleagues at work.  On the ship, it was 

merely an opportunity for mockery, one which I rightfully deserve after being dubbed “The 

Roastmaster General” last year.  Commander Brian deserves it, though. 

All this to say, I wasn’t around for the airing of The Original Series, the TOS movies, or even the 

beginning of the Berman Era.  I was nine years old when Star Trek: Enterprise aired its final episode.  

I watched re-runs of every piece of Trek I could growing up, and bonded with my dad over our mutual 

adoration for Sir Patrick Stewart as Captain Jean-Luc Picard. 

So, when the Kelvin movies (Star Trek, Into Darkness, and Beyond) dropped out of nowhere in 2009, 

2013, and 2016, it was like a whole new world.  I felt like something Trek had finally been made for 

me as the target audience.  It was unlike anything I had watched before, not because of anything the 

film did that felt original, but because of how much I didn’t realize I loved the Star Trek franchise 

until they released. They were made for my generation of fan. 
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The TOS movies (The Motion Picture, The Wrath of Kahn, The 

Search for Spock, The Voyage Home, The Final Frontier, and The 

Undiscovered Country) were clearly made for the generation of fans 

who watched TOS premiere, and TNG movies (Generations, First 

Contact, Insurrection, and Nemesis) were made for the generation 

who watched the Berman-era shows. 

 

 

And then the shows started.  First Discovery, then Picard, and Lower 

Decks. This year, we’ll be getting Strange New Worlds, and Prodigy.  

For a franchise that already had a ridiculously strong fan-following 

with the shows already released (The Original Series, The Animated 

Series, The Next Generation, Voyager, Deep Space Nine, and 

Enterprise), there has been a lot of criticism around CBS/Paramount 

using its popularity to “cash-grab.” 

 

 

But I must say—those criticisms don’t make a lot of sense to me, 

as a fan who (realistically) is seeing Trek release week-to-week for 

the first time.  The three-or-so generations before me who got to 

watch new Trek content release in real-time seem to have 

forgotten how exciting that was when they make these criticisms. 

 

 

The New Trek shows and movies aren’t perfect.  But they’re fun, entertaining, and made for fans 

of my generation.  It is precisely because these shows are made for me that I do have some criticisms, 

and suggestions for how we can (as a fandom) push the dialogue where actual progress will happen. 

 

 

Maybe you must truly love a piece of art to criticize it, because that means you see it for what it 

really is, and have chosen to love it anyway.  But I see a lot of Trek criticisms coming from a place 

that doesn’t seek to go where no one has gone before, to see new cultures, and engage with new 

ideas.  Frankly, I see a lot of criticisms rooted in bigotry, unfair expectations, and a “things were 

best back in my day” attitude. 
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Some of the best episodes of the franchise center around “normal” (i.e. non-Starfleet) personnel who 

happen to be tangentially related to Starfleet.  Think: the Ferengi or Bajor-Cardassian episodes of DS9.    

Second, lots of us fell in love with Trek because it gave us a picture of a future in which the barriers, 

struggles, and pain which divides us today no longer exist.  To generate storylines and characters who 

struggle with the exact same things we do—while helping make the story relatable—taints that vision.  

Further, delegating all the folks belonging to one community to one family (I’m looking at you, Disco) 

feels an awful lot like tokenism and not much like real representation. 

To tell a story about the inequality of the U.S. healthcare system, which is designed to prioritize the 

lives of the wealthiest members of a society, show us a world much like our own, and bring in characters 

who provide solutions, or idealized commentary on the problem. (See VOY, 7x09 “Critical Care”). 

Will I continue watching New Trek?  Absolutely.  Will I also hold fast to the memory that my “New 

Trek” will someday be “The Kurtzman Era,” or something similar, and thus that I may fade into a 

mindset of believing whatever comes next is “not true Trek”?  Also yes.  It’s not my job to gate-keep 

what people enjoy, especially when it comes to a franchise from which I’ve found such good community 

and conversation.  That’s what’s important. 

 

“Maybe you must truly love a piece of art to 

criticize it, because that means you see it for what 

it really is, and have chosen to love it anyway.” 

Chief Communications Officer Samantha 

 

First, the hyper-focus on Starfleet as the only viable 

storytelling avenue is unwarranted.  I want to see the life of 

an Earthling Federation employee, a Maquis rebel, or a 

citizen of a planet caught in the middle of a Federation-

Klingon resources debate.  While Starfleet plays a large role 

in the universe, I am honestly interested in the story of 

someone who goes their whole life without seeing a single 

Starship Captain.  This was the initial appeal of Lower 

Decks. 
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Enlistment Information 

Are you a Starfleet International member? 

Great! Email us at computer@usscurie.org and let us know what 

you want in a SFI chapter, and we’ll find a place for you in our 

online community. 

 

Not a Starfleet International member? 

No worries! While we highly recommend joining SFI, our chapter 

accepts interested “civilians” regardless of their association. 

If you’re interested in joining STARFLEET, check out their 

official website sfi.org, then email us at computer@usscurie.org 

and let us know what you’re looking for! 

 


